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Wake up #ACPARCI
6:14 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Day 3 of #ACPARCI 2014 underway! Get those last nuggets of knowledge and change the world for your students when you get back home!
6:48 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Morning Sessions
Rubric session is giving me flashbacks to #OURCI rubric quick writes. #CommittedCompassion was serious y’all #ACPARCI
Thinking about the curriculum too much. Seeing connections with student conduct in J. Schrage's article onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ab… #ACPARCI
9:15 PM - Oct 21, 2014

A Sea Change on the Horizon: Transforming…
Click on the article title to read more.
onlinelibrary.wiley.com

Be careful w/ the language you use in rubrics. The terminology can be restrictive 4 growth / negative for others when interpreted #ACPARCI
6:13 AM - Oct 22, 2014
Dr. Troy L. Seppelt
@TroySeppelt

Don't need assess everything every year - theme: be intentional with your plan #ACPARCI
6:16 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Dr. Troy L. Seppelt
@TroySeppelt

Don't stop caring about satisfaction - but how do you find the appropriate balance/importance of learning? #ACPARCI
6:17 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Hilary Lichterman
@HilLichterman

#ACPARCI - Rubrics help us in being BOLD about our BIG aspirations for students' learning!
Going home to laminate a Bloom’s for the whole team. They’re going to love it. #allBlooms #allthetime #ACPARCI

Next step for GA Southern ' curriculum is to apply self authorship to our tiers #ACPARCI

@dmneid - Define lofty terminology so it can be easily understood by someone completely new to ur work. What does leadership mean? #ACPARCI
CAT: Classroom Assessment Techniques - TIP: Assign one CAT to each person on your staff and have them teach your entire staff. 

Assessment tool #1: 6 word memoirs: in 6 words that define your experience as a sophomore, as an RA, as a participant in an event.

Assessment technique 2: muddiest point: at the conclusion write down the muddiest point in their understanding of the experience.
Assessment technique 3: one sentence summary: write a one sentence summary describing what they learned from the experience  #ACPARCI

6:43 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Students should have a bigger role in assessment than just filling out a survey  #ACPARci

6:46 AM - Oct 22, 2014

We teach RAs how to write a summary report on 1:1 intentional conversations. Great assessment 4 us&transferrable skills for them.  #ACPARCI

6:46 AM - Oct 22, 2014
When assessment shows we are not hitting the mark it gives us an opportunity to tweak our practice to become more effective.

#ACPARCI

6:52 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Great reminder from @dmned that MORE DATA does not always mean better assessment. What are you looking to assess? Be strategic. #ACPArce

7:01 AM - Oct 22, 2014

"It's supposed to be hard. If it wasn't hard, everyone would do it. The hard is what makes it great." #ACPARCI applicable movie quote

7:28 AM - Oct 22, 2014
Reslife Professionals are often generalists. Utilize your campus experts to help refine your curriculum. #ACPARCI

7:29 AM - Oct 22, 2014

@VTrunnerDude - Tap experts for content development in your curriculum. #ACPARCI

7:28 AM - Oct 22, 2014

Challenge from @VTrunnerDude to view faculty with the same idealism we view other SA administrators. All educators share passions #ACPARci

7:37 AM - Oct 22, 2014
This is a fantastic slide RE assessment design: #ACPArci #Launchat40%

7:48 AM - Oct 22, 2014